
 

 

‘CHRISTMAS IN EVERGREEN: LETTERS TO SANTA’ 
Synopsis 

 
After many years, retail designer Lisa Palmer (Jill Wagner) revisits her hometown in Evergreen, 
Vermont over the holidays.  Upon arriving to Evergreen, she meets Carol and Joe Shaw 
(Barbara Niven and Malcolm Stewart), who share that the beloved general store she remembers 
from her childhood has closed.  While chatting with them, Lisa runs into Kevin (Mark Deklin), 
the handsome stranger who she had met on the road to Evergreen.  
 
Carol and Joe introduce Lisa to Michelle (Holly Robinson Peete) and the town mayor, who is 
struggling to sell the general store before the bank repossesses it on Christmas.  Lisa offers to 
spruce up the store and hires Kevin as her contractor.  As Lisa and Kevin work, chemistry 
builds.  But Lisa and Kevin aren’t the only two experiencing a holiday romance: Sparks fly 
between Michelle and Thomas (Kevin Lawrence), a single dad visiting Evergreen with his son. 
 
While cleaning, Lisa finds an old letter to Santa asking for a perfect Christmas like the ones 
before Kevin’s mom died, and assumes a young Kevin wrote it.  Lisa and Kevin visit Kevin’s dad 
Henry (Darryl Shuttleworth), who has struggled to communicate with Kevin since his wife’s 
passing.  Lisa shows the letter to Santa to Kevin – who doesn’t quite know how to take it. 
 
After a store buyer falls through, Lisa realizes that one of her clients may be interested and 
invites her to town.  Lisa’s best friend and business partner, Oliver (Andrew Francis), also 
arrives, surprising Lisa.  Although their friendship is platonic, Kevin misinterprets Lisa and 
Oliver’s closeness when he sees them together.  Lisa clears up the confusion, though, and both 
Lisa and Kevin contemplate moving to Evergreen full-time to pursue their relationship.  Thomas 
also considers expanding his business down to Evergreen to pursue a relationship with Michelle. 
 
Lisa’s client decides not to purchase the store but offers Lisa and Oliver full time jobs.  Instead, 
they decide to purchase the general store and move to Evergreen.  However, Kevin overhears 
part of the conversation and, believing Lisa is moving back to Boston, decides to move to 
Maine.  As Lisa tries to catch him before he leaves, she receives encouragement – and a ride – 
from Dr. Allie Shaw (Ashley Williams), who found love in Evergreen herself last Christmas. 
 
As Christmas approaches, the town uses the inspiration from the found letter to Santa to create 
a memorable Christmas surprise for the its unexpected author.  With true love at stake, budding 
couples Lisa and Kevin and Michelle and Thomas look to Evergreen’s Christmas magic to help 
their new romances prevail far beyond the holidays.  
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